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Summary 
 
Henry Karl Ruehl “Karl Henrich” was born on May 22, 1928 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany to 
mother b. 1903 Henrietta Moses, father Karl Ruehl b. 1900 (was an airport baggage handler), 
his five sisters Clara, Lisa, Betty, Selma, Inga, (Henry is the second oldest); German only spoken 
in home; mother received monthly support from Jewish organization, poor but comfortable 
home life; Catholic father, children raised Jewish (attended Jewish school), non-kosher home; 
experiencing antisemitism, legally required to wear Jewish armband ID, school & stores “taken 
away from us,” forced to stay home, harassments by people they knew, even in apt bomb 
shelter-not allowed to sit near non-Jew tenants, rocks thrown at him, beat up; forced to 
conceal identity, removes armband seeking work with Nazi grocer Heinrich Herz, grocer’s two 
sons (one named William) became Nazi generals; finding farming work outside Frankfurt; still 
hiding Jewishness, delivers Nazi magazine to earn money; father’s mother adopted son 
becomes Nazi official; aunt taken to Theresienstadt-killed at Auschwitz, her son Hanz killed on 
Russian front; seeing Frankfurt synagogues “burned out”; maternal grandfather (Herman 
Moses), grandmother, their sons (including Kurt) sent to Auschwitz along with daughter Erma, 
outed by Hitler Youth boyfriend; an early memory of Antisemitism - 1938 Henry & two sisters 
sent by Jewish youth organization to Cologne/school trip, seeing stores “busted up,” warned to 
go home, anyone 10 years or older fingerprinted, picture taken, “J” (Jew) passport (men ID 
earmarked middle name “Israel”-Jewish women “Sarah”); Henry & family’s men reduced to half 
pay because Jewish; mother’s two sisters & brother sent into Dachau forced labor but sent 
home because Germans didn’t yet have enough room-they were able to flee to Shanghai, other 
aunts taken again-killed at Dachau; mother’s parents taken to elderly building then crammed 
on cattle wagon train; 2 days after, Henry’s mother “called in by Gestapo,” Henry & 4 sisters 
taken to ghetto in Berlin, separated from older sister (later killed at Theresienstadt); animal-like 
conditions of people put into cattle wagon train; Henry & sister cut off from world in ghetto, 
nothing to do, only sat around waiting, Nazi who ran ghetto “one of better ones,” ignored 
Himmler order to blow up camp when Russians encroached; Henry able to steal food in his 
forced labor at Rotes Rathaus, where Henry’s boss assisted with two marks week; Gestapo picks 
up Henry, taken to camp Wuhlheide; dire conditions, only slices bread & red beet soup rations; 
Henry & sisters put into truck twice to Auschwitz, taken off by elderly lady friendly with 
Gestapo; guard beats prisoners standing in cold, little clothing; railroad slave labor, loading, 
unloading gravel, tracks; Henry beaten 25 lashes; Henry witnesses many random SS beatings; 
able to speak fluent German, talks his way out of a death selection, given slave job; receiving 
unexpected kindness from German woman who gives extra food ration & a comb for little hair 
Henry still has; some prisoners able to escape, one steals rations, caught, shot in mouth-barely 
hanging onto life, prisoner brought from “dungeon” into barracks to out another prisoner; 
learning that mother died of TB in her concentration camp; prisoners’ awareness/non-
awareness of mass killings; Allies began dropping leaflets; ration card obtained, if caught with 
one, would be shot; not tattooed but Henry’s Number 153, not tattooed; liberation by Russians, 
bomb narrowly misses Henry; returning to Berlin ghetto, finding four sisters still alive; after 
waiting in daily long lines, able to get entry to Russia-Henry, one younger sister, one older, walk 
two days then take train into Russia; return to Frankfurt with all four sisters; younger sister gets 
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entry to US (children’s visa); another sister later immigrates to US; Henry & remaining two 
sisters immigrate US 1948; two children (Arlene, Richard), granddaughter Danielle; first job in 
NY, a painter in a hospital; story of meeting his wife; Henry shares family photographs. 
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